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[Test] World of Concrete in Las Vegas is comming!

World of Concrete is comming to Las Vegas in February...Will you be there??
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World of Concrete 2013
WOC, Here We Come!
February is fast approaching and we are getting ready for Hanley-Woods "World of Concrete" expo in Las
Vegas. Attendance is expected to exceed 52K folks, each with a burning desire to learn how to stay out
in front of the competition utilizing the newest technologies available in the concrete industry.

Phoenix Curb Machines will be there again this year along side of our distribution partners from
Equipment Synergy International (ESI). Come see us at booth #030426 on the "Silver" lot outside where
we will be featuring three of our most innovative products:
* The Phoenix PCM 7500 - The first and only "true" mid-sized curbing machine on the
market
* The Phoenix PCM 2500 - Our smallest, yet extremely versatile curb machine
* The Phoenix Lift-Off LF-3000 - The newest innovation in heavy equipment "Lift-off"
technology

Visit us or give us a call. Or, give us a call. We would be happy to meet with you privately to
demonstrate all of the truely unique features found only in the Phoenix line of products!

Have a look at some of the testimonials we have acummulated just from a recent retro-fit project at the
West Virginia University campus. 1,200 lineal feet of 20 inch "straight-up" curb placed 14" down in the
hole, while negotiating multiple cross-slopes and impediments. You can read a downloadable copy of a
case study done on the "Retro-Fit" pour at the West Viginia University here.

Actual video footage of the pour can also be seen here

“As perfect a curb as
you’ll ever find, performed
on time, under budget
and with lower labor
costs”

Donnie Hawkins

“We are trying to develop
a full-time curbing crew
and the Phoenix 7500 will
help us do that with less
expense and less capital
outlay than larger curbing
machines costing at least
33% more”

“This machine just nails it.
It’s compact yet we can
do most of what the other
larger machines can do
and meet contractor’s
needs”

Paul Guzik

Project Supervisor

Owner

Green River Group Const.

Steve Calvert

Project: 1,200 Feet West

Owner

Virginia University Retro-Curb

Green River Group Const.

installation

Morgantown, WV

Guzik Concrete

1

Lake Lynn, PA

PCM-7500

Two Machines In One
No need to wait for excavators to "fine tune"

The true bad-boy of our line ...Under 10,000

grade...The 7500 can handle that job easily with

pounds, yet capable of curbing and paving at

it's built-in 72" trimmer auger and a Top Con

dimensions equal to machines 3 times it’s

System 5 Grade Controller.

size! Includes 24” x 72” Retractable Grading
Auger and the TopCon System 5 Grade
Controller
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